Software Engineer
US CITIZEN only

About Us

Cyber Delivered is a veteran owned small business focused on intrusion, malware, and vulnerability discovery and analysis. We are strongly focused on leveraging our expertise against new focuses for cybersecurity, such as mobile, embedded, SCADA, and IoT. We are now leveraging our experience to grow a team of experts capable of automating our analysis techniques for our growing customer base.

Description

We are looking for a motivated Java and Groovy software engineers to develop intrusion discovery and analysis analytics. You will have the opportunity to develop custom analytics in a cloud environment, inside of a patent-pending custom distributed processing framework.

Responsibilities

You will complete a series of development tasks to complete a complex analytic, that consists of a variety of specific development tasks. The development frameworks and languages used are Java, Groovy, and Spring. As a developer, you are expected to be familiar enough with Java to develop in Spring, Java, and Groovy as necessary to complete tasks. There is definitely an opportunity for a motivated developer to grow their existing talent!

Requirements

You will be given documentation on a cyber attack tool or intrusion technique, and will be required to follow a list of requirements to construct discovery and analysis analytics for that topic. You will be responsible for developing this module, to plug into the larger distributed development framework, using Java, Groovy, Spring, NoSQL, and MapReduce technologies as necessary to complete the requirements given. Your work will be immediately tested, then made available for use against live intrusion data!

Skills

Required - Java
Preferred - Groovy, JSON, Spring, Gradle, NoSQL

To Apply: Internship@cyberdelivered.com